Abstract The purpose of the study was to investigate the role of altered proprioception on anticipatory (APAs) and compensatory (CPAs) postural adjustments and their interaction. Nine healthy adults were exposed to external perturbations induced at the shoulder level while standing with intact or altered proprioception induced by bilateral Achilles tendon vibration. Visual information was altered (eyes open or closed) in both the conditions. Electrical activity of eight trunk and leg muscles and center of pressure (COP) displacements were recorded and quantified within the time intervals typical for APAs and CPAs. The results showed that when proprioceptive information was altered in eyes-open conditions, anticipatory muscle activity was delayed. Moreover, altered proprioceptive information resulted in smaller magnitudes of compensatory muscle activity as well as smaller COP displacements after the perturbation in both eyes-open and eyes-closed conditions. The outcome of the study provides information on the interaction between APAs and CPAs in the presence of altered proprioception.
Introduction
Human posture is controlled by the integration of information from the vestibular, proprioceptive, and visual systems. Each sensory system detects an error indicating deviation of body orientation from a certain reference position, and individual error signals are summed and an appropriate corrective torque is generated as a function of this summed signal (Peterka 2002) . Numerous studies have demonstrated the importance of individual sensory systems in balance maintenance. For example, the studies have confirmed that stimulation of visual (Bronstein 1986; Dijkstra et al. 1994) , vestibular (Nashner and Wolfson 1974; Hlavacka and Njiokiktjien 1985; Pavlik et al. 1999) , and proprioceptive (Allum 1983; Kavounoudias et al. 1999 ) systems evoke body sway.
A number of techniques are used to alter proprioception while studying control of posture. Among them are local anesthesia (Kjaergard et al. 1984) , cuff compression (Mauritz and Dietz 1980; Demura et al. 2008) , or lower legs cooling (Fujiwara et al. 2003; Stal et al. 2003) . Another relatively easy-to-implement way of altering proprioception involves vibrating the muscle tendons (Roll et al. 1993; Gurfinkel and Kireeva 1995; Gurfinkel et al. 1996) . For example, the effect of a vibratory stimulus has been studied by vibrating the neck (Courtine et al. 2003) , trunk (Schmid et al. 2005) , or ankle tendons (Thompson et al. 2007 ). It had been demonstrated that vibration applied to the ankle muscles produces body tilts in stance without any effect on gait (Ivanenko et al. 2000; Courtine et al. 2001; Verschueren et al. 2002) . Such a vibration, if applied at the proper frequency and amplitude, activates mainly the muscle spindles connected to the primary I a afferents. The central nervous system (CNS) interprets this vibration as a stretching of that muscle (Burke et al. 1976; Roll and Vedel 1982; Roll et al. 1989) . This results in an interpretation of proprioceptive information that does not match with the actual body position. Consequently, the body starts tilting in the direction of the vibrated muscles (Hayashi et al. 1981) , which is accompanied by the increased body sway (Eklund 1973; Gurfinkel and Kireeva 1995) . Such a vibration has been shown to change spatial body orientation very fast (Roll et al. 1989; Ceyte et al. 2007 ; Thompson et al. 2007 ), resulting in a postural response known as a 'vibration-induced falling' (Eklund 1973; Hayashi et al. 1981) .
It was shown that if the effect of vibration-induced changes in proprioception is combined with erroneous signals from visual and/or vestibular systems, the control of vertical posture becomes yet more complex. Thus, it was reported that bilateral Achilles tendon vibration applied in the absence of vision resulted in the backward lean of the body with trunk extension, posterior pelvic tilt, and flexion of hips and knees (Thompson et al. 2007 ). When vibration was applied to the soleus muscles simultaneously with a moving visual scene that compromised visual information, the angles of ''body tilt'' that were induced by the vibration were modulated by the motion of the visual scene (Adamcova and Hlavacka 2007) . In contrast to this, it has been shown that body instability diminishes the effect of vibration applied to the Achilles tendon (Ivanenko et al. 1999) or tensor fascia latae muscles (Gurfinkel et al. 1996) . Based on the outcome of these studies, it was suggested that when tendon vibration is combined with body instability, the vibration-induced artificial afferent flow is blocked (Ivanenko et al. 1999) . At the same time, it was demonstrated that increased body stability, produced by a back support combined with the vibration-induced changes in proprioception, did not affect the body tilt induced by the Achilles tendon vibration (Talis and Solopova 2000) .
Humans commonly experience perturbations applied to their body, resulting in the displacement of the body's center of mass (COM) closer to or beyond the boundaries of the base of support (Maki and McIlroy 1996) , thus compromising balance (Macpherson et al. 1989; Henry et al. 1998) . The CNS uses two main strategies to restore balance if it is distorted by a perturbation: (1) feed forward control, which is the anticipatory postural adjustments (APA) prior to the expected body perturbations (Belenkiy et al. 1967; Massion 1992) , and (2) feedback control, which is the compensatory postural adjustments (CPA) that are initiated by the sensory feedback signals after the perturbations (Horak et al. 1996; Park et al. 2004; Alexandrov et al. 2005) . There is a clear difference between the two strategies: APAs serve to minimize the displacement of the body's COM prior to a perturbation (Bouisset and Zattara 1987; Aruin and Latash 1995) while CPAs serve as a mechanism of restoration of the position of COM after a perturbation has already occurred (Macpherson et al. 1989; Maki and McIlroy 1996) .
Information on the role of altered proprioception or proprioceptive stimulation on anticipatory and compensatory components of postural control is limited. Nevertheless, it was reported that vibration of Achilles tendons induced an increase in APAs in rectus femoris, biceps femoris, and erector spinae muscles prior to the fast arm movements and load release (Slijper and Latash 2004) . It was also demonstrated that the latency of the anticipatory activation of biceps femoris in the experiments with the fast arm flexion movements is modulated depending upon the application of the vibratory stimuli. When vibration was applied to Tibialis anterior, anticipatory activation of biceps femoris was elicited 30 ms earlier than when applied to the soleus muscle (Kasai et al. 2002) . The outcome of our recent experiments with altered vision (wearing glasses with negative lenses) revealed that activation of the trunk and leg muscles observed prior to the body perturbation induced by a swinging pendulum is delayed and reduced as the pendulum was perceived positioned further away (Mohapatra et al. 2011) . However, it is still unknown whether the backward body lean induced by vibration of Achilles tendons (which might lead to the pendulum being perceived as positioned further away) would be associated with similar delayed and reduced APAs.
Studies of the effect of altered proprioceptive information on compensatory postural control revealed that bilateral Achilles tendon vibration affects body kinematics and COM and COP displacements (Thompson et al. 2011) . At the same time, it has been shown that the patterns of adaptation to the rotational movements of the support surface were not affected by the application of bilateral Achilles tendon vibration (Hatzitaki et al. 2004) .
Sensory deficit is a well-known consequence of many neurological disorders. While sensory deficit is commonly seen in the entire limb, still there are cases of patchy and localized loss of proprioception (Lephart et al. 1997; Ducic et al. 2004; Bradley 2008 ; Eun et al. 2011 ). As such, investigating the effect of altered proprioceptive information in control of posture has the potential to enhance balance rehabilitation. Moreover, little is known about how changes in proprioceptive information affect the generation of anticipatory and compensatory corrections used to maintain balance before and after an external perturbation. In addition, it is virtually unknown how changes in proprioceptive information combined with changes in visual information modify the relationship between anticipatory and compensatory components of postural control. These deficits in the research limit the development of rehabilitation approaches that are centered on APA-based interventions that seek to restore balance abilities in individuals with altered proprioception.
In this study, we aimed to investigate how changes in proprioception, induced by a vibration applied to Achilles tendons in conditions with and without vision, influence the APAs and CPAs. We hypothesized that (1) APA patterns will be different between conditions with intact and altered proprioception. In particular, due to the backward body tilt and increased sway, we expect to see delays in the anticipatory activation of muscles. (2) In conditions with altered proprioception, CPA patterns will differ when compared to conditions with intact proprioception irrespective of the availability of vision.
Methods

Subjects
Nine healthy subjects (3 men and 6 women) without any known neurological, musculoskeletal, or balance disorders participated in the experiment. The mean age of the subjects was 25 ± 0.9 years; mean body mass was 64.2 ± 4 kg; and mean height was 1.67 ± 0.03 m. They all signed a written informed consent approved by the Institutional Review Board.
Procedure
The subjects maintained a comfortable posture with their feet placed shoulder width apart while standing barefoot on the force platform being positioned in front of an aluminum pendulum attached to the ceiling. An additional load (mass = 5% of subject's body weight) was fixed to the pendulum at its lower end. The width of the padded hitting surface of the pendulum was adjusted to match the subject's shoulder width. The pendulum was released by an experimenter at an initial angle of 30°to the vertical and at a distance of 0.6 m from the subject. Unidirectional (anterior to posterior) perturbations were applied by the pendulum on the shoulders of the subjects; the pendulum's padded surfaces minimized a possible discomfort associated with the pendulum impact. The subjects were instructed to maintain their balance after the perturbation. The four experimental conditions were as follows: (1) eyes open (EO), (2) eyes open with tendon vibration (VEO), (3) eyes closed (EC), and (4) eyes closed with tendon vibration (VEC) (Fig. 1) . In eyes-closed conditions, the subjects were wearing an eye mask. A chalk was used to mark the subject's foot position on the top of the force platform at the start of the experiment. This foot position was checked by the experimenter throughout the experimental conditions.
Two custom-built miniature tendon vibrators were securely strapped bilaterally to the Achilles tendons of the subject. The vibrator produced a vibration at the frequency of 90 Hz with 1 mm amplitude. The vibrators were switched on 1 min prior and were kept on throughout the five trials in each of the two conditions involving tendon vibration. The results of a pilot experiment involving two subjects demonstrated that vibration induces a small backward body tilt; however, both the subjects were able to keep their balance throughout the experimental condition that lasted for about 30 s. After the recording, the subjects were required to open their eyes and vibrators were turned off for at least 1 min. During this time, the subjects performed dynamic movements involving the ankle joints (e.g., walking in place) to minimize the effect of vibration (Thompson et al. 2007 ).
The subjects wore wireless headphones playing music throughout all of the conditions to mask any kind of auditory information that may alert them about the moment of release of the pendulum. For safety, the participants remained in a harness with two straps attached to the ceiling during the experiment. The subjects performed two to three practice trials in each experimental condition prior to the start of data collection. Five trials, each 5 s in duration, were performed in each experimental condition, and the order of the conditions was randomized across subjects.
Instrumentation
Electrical activity of muscles (EMGs) was recorded unilaterally (right side) from the following muscles: tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), biceps femoris (BF), rectus femoris (RF), gluteus medius (GMed), rectus abdominis (RA), external oblique (EOb), and erector spinae (ES). These specific trunk and leg muscles were selected because The subjects stood with their arms at their sides, and the pendulum impact was on their shoulders while proprioception and visual conditions were manipulated. l is the length, and m is an additional mass (5% of subject's body weight) Exp Brain Res (2012) 217:197-208 199 of their involvement in control of vertical posture while dealing with symmetrical perturbations induced in the sagittal plane and because these muscles were previously used to study anticipatory and compensatory control of posture Aruin and Latash 1996; Santos et al. 2010a) . After the skin area was cleaned with alcohol wipes, disposable electrodes (Red Dot 3M) were attached to the muscle belly of each of the above-mentioned muscles. The placement of electrodes was based on recommendations reported in the literature (Basmajian 1980) . A ground electrode was attached to the anterior aspect of the leg over the tibial bone after similar skin preparations. The EMG signals were collected, filtered, and amplified (10-500 Hz, gain 2000) with a commercially available EMG system (Myopac, RUN Technologies, USA). Ground reaction forces and moments of forces were recorded using a force platform (Model OR-5, AMTI, USA). An accelerometer (Model 208CO3, PCB Piezotronics Inc., USA) was attached to the subject's proximal clavicle; its signal was used to record the moment of pendulum impact. The forces, moments of forces, EMG, and accelerometer signals were digitized with a 16-bit resolution at 1,000 Hz by means of customized LabVIEW 8.6.1 software (National Instruments, Austin TX, USA).
Data processing
The data were analyzed off-line using the MATLAB (Math Works, Natick, MA, USA) program. First, the accelerometer signal was corrected for offset, and ''time-zero'' (T 0 = 0, the moment of pendulum impact) was acquired by a computer algorithm as a point in time at which the signal exceeded 5% of the maximum acceleration. This value was confirmed through visual inspection by an experienced researcher. Then, all trials were aligned to T 0 . EMG signals were then rectified and filtered with a 50-Hz low-pass, second-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter, while the ground reaction forces and moments were filtered with a 20-Hz low-pass, second-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter. Data in the range from -600 ms (before T 0 ) to ?500 ms (after T 0 ) were selected for further analysis from which -600 to -450 ms of the data were taken for baseline activity. Integrals of EMG, muscle latencies, and center of pressure displacements were calculated.
The averaged EMG signals for each muscle and each subject were integrated ðInt EMG i Þ with 150 ms time windows for a total of four time windows representing the -250 to ?350 ms of the data. Each of the time windows was further corrected by the averaged 150-ms baseline activity:
In Eq. 1, Int EMG i is the integral of EMG activity of muscles inside each 150-ms interval that was corrected by the baseline activity. Then, the integrals of EMG for each muscle for each subject were normalized to peak magnitude across all of the conditions (Eq. 2).
Due to the normalization, all of the IEMG NORM values were within the range from ?1 to -1 . Four epochs were selected (each 150 ms in duration) in relation to T 0 . The four epochs were as follows: (1) from -250 to -100 ms (anticipatory, APA1); (2) from -100 to ?50 ms (anticipatory, APA2); (3) from ?50 to ?200 ms (compensatory reactions, CPA1); and (4) ?200 to ?350 ms (late compensatory reactions, CPA2) (Santos et al. 2010a, b) .
Muscle latencies were detected in a time window from -250 to ?250 ms in relation to T 0 by a combination of both a computer algorithm and the visual inspection of the individual trials for each muscle. The latency for a specific muscle was defined as the instant lasting for at least 50 ms when its EMG amplitude was greater (activation) or smaller (inhibition) than the mean plus 2 SD of the baseline (-500 to -400 ms with respect to T 0 ).
Time-varying COP displacement was calculated using the following approximation (Winter et al. 1996) :
where M x is the moment in the sagittal plane, F z and F y are the vertical and anterior-posterior components of the ground reaction force, and dz is the distance from the origin of the platform to the surface (0.038 m). Since the perturbations were induced symmetrically, only COP displacements in the anterior-posterior direction were recorded. The COP signals were corrected by its respective baseline, and the COP data windows were shifted 50 ms forward to account for the electro-mechanical delay (Cavanagh and Komi 1979; Howatson et al. 2009 ). We calculated the peak magnitude of the COP, the time of the peak magnitude, and the magnitude of COP at the moment of perturbation (T 0 ).
Statistics
Multiple repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed with two within-subject factors: conditions (EO, VEO, EC, and VEC) and epochs (APA1, APA2, CPA1, and CPA2). The dependent variables were IEMG NORM s, latency of trunk and leg muscles, peak magnitude of the COP, time of the COP peak magnitude, and magnitude of COP at the moment of perturbation (T 0 ). A post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction was further done to compare between conditions, epochs, and their interactions. For all tests, statistical significance was set at P \ 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS 17 for Windows 7 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). Figure 2 shows EMG traces obtained from the anterior (RF) and the posterior (BF) muscles of a representative subject performing the experimental task under four different conditions. Anticipatory activity, seen as bursts in the background EMG activity, was present in the two conditions with eyes open. Quite to the contrary, anticipatory activity was negligible in the no-vision conditions. Moreover, in conditions with tendon vibration, the activation of RF and BF was delayed in the eyes-open conditions. EMG activity after the perturbation was larger in EC condition as compared to EO condition where anticipatory activity was present. In addition, peaks of EMG activity during the compensatory period were smaller in conditions with tendon vibration (VEO and VEC).
Results
EMG profiles
Integrals of EMG activity
The anticipatory and compensatory IEMG NORM of the trunk and leg muscles averaged across subjects are shown in Fig. 3 . In general, the anticipatory integrals of EMG (APA1 and APA2) are seen in all anterior muscles, (RA, RF, and TA) in the conditions where vision was available. In VEO condition, the anticipatory integrals of EMG across all anterior muscles stayed relatively the same as in the EO condition, whereas the compensatory integrals of EMG were reduced in the VEO as compared to EO condition. Anticipatory integrals of EMG for these muscles were absent or negligible in conditions when eyes were closed (EC and VEC). As a result, compensatory IEMG NORM in the two blindfolded conditions were larger compared to eyes-open conditions. When tendon vibration was applied in the conditions with eyes closed, compensatory IEMG NORM were smaller compared to the eyes-closed condition with no tendon vibration. Overall, the largest IEMG NORM for all anterior muscles during the CPA1 was seen in the EC, followed by VEC, EO, and VEO conditions. Table 1 shows the repeated-measures ANOVA results for conditions, epochs, and their interaction. The statistical analysis revealed a significant effect of the conditions, epochs, and their interactions. Pairwise comparisons of conditions showed that RA IEMG NORM calculated for the EC-EO and VEO-VEC conditions were significantly different (P \ 0.05). Moreover, TA IEMG-NORM for the EO-EC, EO-VEC, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC pairs were statistically significant (P \ 0.05). Pairwise comparisons of epochs showed that APA1-CPA1, APA1-CPA2, APA2-CPA1, and CPA1-CPA2 pairs to be significantly different (P \ 0.05) in all the anterior muscles. The interactions revealed that IEMG NORM were smaller with application of vibration in both the CPA1 and CPA2 epochs for both EO and EC conditions. The anticipatory activity (APA1 and APA2) represented by integrals of EMG is also seen in all posterior muscles (ES, BF, and SOL) in conditions with vision available. In the VEO condition, the compensatory integrals of EMG were reduced when compared to EO condition for all posterior muscles except ES. Anticipatory integrals of EMG for these muscles were absent or negligible in conditions when eyes were closed (EC, VEC). As a result, compensatory IEMG NORM in the two blindfolded conditions were larger compared to eyes-open conditions. However, in conditions with the tendon vibration (VEC), the compensatory IEMG NORM in all posterior muscles with the exception of SOL were smaller compared to EC condition. The repeated-measures ANOVA results revealed a significant effect of the conditions, epochs, and their interactions (Table 1) . Pairwise comparisons of conditions revealed that ES IEMG NORM were statistically significant for the following conditions: EO-EC, EO-VEC, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC (P \ 0.05). Moreover, the SOL IEMG NORM were statistically significant between the EO-VEO, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC conditions (P \ 0.05). Pairwise comparisons of epochs showed APA1-CPA1 and APA2-CPA1 pairs to be significantly different (P \ 0.05) in all the posterior muscles. IEMG NORM were smaller with application of vibration in both the CPA1 and CPA2 epochs for both EO and EC conditions, which is supported by significant interactions.
The anticipatory integrals of EMG (APA1 and APA2) are seen in both the lateral muscles (GMed and EOb) in conditions with vision available. On the contrary, anticipatory integrals of EMG for these muscles were absent or negligible in conditions when eyes were closed. When tendon vibration was present in VEO condition, the anticipatory integrals of EMG stayed relatively the same as in the EO condition, whereas the compensatory integrals of EMG were reduced in the VEO condition in both the lateral muscles. Similar pattern was also seen in these muscles when VEC and EC conditions were compared. Overall, the largest IEMG NORM during CPA1 was seen in the EC, followed by VEC, EO, and VEO conditions for both the lateral muscles. Table 1 shows the repeated-measures ANOVA results for conditions, epochs, and their interaction. The statistical analysis revealed that there was a significant effect of the conditions, epochs, and their Exp Brain Res (2012) 217:197-208 201 interactions. Pairwise comparisons of conditions discovered that GMed IEMG NORM during EO-EC, EO-VEC, and EC-VEO conditions were significantly different (P \ 0.05). Moreover, EOb IEMG NORM during EO-EC, EO-VEC, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC conditions pairs were statistically significant (P \ 0.05). Pairwise comparisons of epochs showed all the pairs to be significantly different (P \ 0.05) from each other for both the muscles. The interactions revealed that IEMG NORM were smaller with application of vibration in both the CPA1 and CPA2 epochs for both EO and EC conditions.
Onset of EMG activity
The onset of EMG activity of all studied muscles for each of the four experimental conditions is presented in Fig. 4 . In the EO condition, all the muscles showed anticipatory activation, with SOL and ES showing inhibition before the perturbation. When tendon vibration was induced in the VEO condition, the onset of all leg and trunk muscles was significantly delayed (P \ 0.0001). It is interesting to note that when tendon vibration was applied in conditions with full vision, the onset of the lateral (GMed and EOb) and trunk (RA and ES) muscle activity was further delayed, so the muscles became active only after the perturbation. Thus, in the EO condition, TA became active first at -140 ± 12 ms followed by BF (-85 ± 8 ms), GMed (-61 ± 6 ms), and RA (-47 ± 7 ms) before the perturbation. In VEO condition, TA was active at -33 ± 13 ms followed by BF (-8 ± 11 ms) before the perturbation, whereas GMed and RA were active at 17 ± 8 and 12 ± 8 ms, respectively, after perturbation. In both the EC and VEC conditions, the onset of muscle activity for all muscles was seen only after perturbation. ANOVA revealed no difference between the onset of muscle activation involving the EC and VEC conditions. Fig. 3 Mean EMG integrals during the four experimental conditions across subjects. Each column represents the Int EMGi for 150-ms epochs (APA1, APA2, CPA1, and CPA2) with its standard error bars Exp Brain Res (2012) 217:197-208 203 Changes in the COP displacement
The perturbation-related COP displacements were all in the backward direction irrespective of the condition. The anticipatory displacement of COP at the moment of perturbation (T 0 ) was the smallest for the EC followed by VEC and EO and was the largest for the VEO condition (Fig. 5) . Statistically significant differences (P \ 0.01) were found for the anticipatory COP displacement (at T 0 ) between EO-EC, EO-VEC, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC conditions. The time to the peak COP (Fig. 5) was reduced in conditions with vibration (VEO and VEC). The COP peak was seen earliest in VEO followed by EO and VEC, whereas it was most delayed in the EC condition. This difference in time, however, was not statistically significant. The magnitude of the COP displacement after perturbation (Fig. 5) was the highest for the EC followed by VEC and EO, and it was the smallest for the VEO condition. Statistically significant differences were found between EO-EC, EO-VEC, EC-VEO, and VEO-VEC conditions (P \ 0.05).
Discussion
This study was designed to investigate how the changes in proprioception, induced by vibratory stimuli to the Achilles tendon, influence APAs and CPAs in terms of muscular activity and COP displacements. The outcome of the experiments supports the first hypothesis that the alteration in the lower leg proprioception in the presence of vision resulted in significant delays of anticipatory activation of muscles (APA). The results of the experiments also support the second hypothesis because they demonstrated that irrespective of the availability of vision, altered proprioception was associated with a reduction in compensatory (CPA) activity of muscles and lesser COP displacements after the perturbation. Moreover, vibration-related changes in CPAs were larger when vision was not available.
The effect of altered proprioception
The important role of proprioceptive information in control of posture is well documented. For example, it is reported that in a well-lit environment with a firm base of support, healthy individuals rely on a combination of somatosensory (70%), vision (10%), and vestibular (20%) information in order to maintain their upright posture (Peterka 2002) . Furthermore, intact muscles around the ankle joint have traditionally been considered the source of muscle proprioceptive information, responsible for signaling changes in body position (Nakagawa et al. 1993; Barbieri et al. 2008 ). Thus, changes in the accuracy of proprioceptive information could affect the ability of an individual to control his posture (Barbieri et al. 2008 ). The role of altered proprioceptive information in control of perturbed posture is of special interest because many individuals with neurological conditions have diminished proprioceptive information and are frequently exposed to external perturbations. For example, it was shown that diminished proprioceptive information in individuals with diabetic neuropathy leads to greater body sway around equilibrium point than in healthy adults (Nardone and Schieppati 2004) . It has been established by epidemiological studies that a reduction in leg proprioception sense is a risk factor for falls in the elderly and patients with peripheral neuropathy (Richardson et al. 1992; Lord et al. 1996) .
Alterations in the proprioceptive information in the current study were induced by bilateral vibration of the Achilles tendons that produced body tilt in the direction of the vibrated tendon, which is in line with the literature (Polonyova and Hlavacka 2001; Ceyte et al. 2007) . Such a vibration resulted in delayed anticipatory activity of the leg and trunk muscles in VEO as compared to EO (no-vibration condition). There are several possible explanations for this observation. First, given the fact that somatosensory information is a driving force in balance control (Peterka 2002) and that vibration of muscles or their tendons induces powerful discharge of muscle spindle primary afferents (Bove et al. 2003) , it is not surprising that alterations in the proprioceptive input clearly affected muscle activation patterns and COP displacements even in the presence of vision. This outcome is in line with previous literature (Kasai et al. 2002; Slijper and Latash 2004) . Second, a delay in the activation of the leg and trunk muscles could be explained by changes in the position of the body with application of vibration. Indeed, like what is described in previous literature (Ceyte et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2007 ), application of vibratory stimuli to the Achilles tendon induces tilt of the body backwards. The subjects in the current study leaned backward thus moved away from the pendulum. As such, the time from the pendulum release (which was known by the subjects since their vision was not obstructed) until the pendulum hits the body should increase. We speculate that based on the expectation of a delayed perturbation impact, the CNS selected a strategy of delayed APAs. Given the fact that the subjects were healthy adults, capable of fast changes in the strategy if needed, it may suggest that delays in APAs were a way the CNS dealt with erroneous signals from ankle proprioceptors. It is important to note that vibrationinduced alteration in the proprioceptive information Fig. 5 The magnitude of COP displacement at T 0 , the time of the COP peak, and the magnitude of peak COP displacement are shown as mean with SE. COP negative values correspond to backward displacements (in the direction towards the induced perturbation). * Statistical significance between EO-EC and EO-VEC, # statistical significance between EC-VEO, and ** statistical significance between VEO-VEC conditions Exp Brain Res (2012) 217:197-208 205 induces body tilt and increased body sway (Eklund 1973; Gurfinkel and Kireeva 1995) ; however, it is difficult to distinguish between the body lean and increased body sway without assessing the body kinematics. Another explanation could be that altered proprioceptive information did not allow the regular pattern of APAs to be triggered in a timely manner, resulting in the delays of muscle activation. The possibility of the delays in triggering of APAs has been previously described in studies with simple reaction time instructions (De Wolf et al. 1998) . Differences in the baseline activity of the postural muscles between conditions with no vibration and with vibration (which is associated with body tilt) could be another reason for the observed dissimilarity in the anticipatory EMG activity. We believe this was not the case since the baseline activity from -600 to -450 ms for both with and without vibration conditions was subtracted from the EMG signal prior to its integration. As such, the reported changes in the EMG patterns represent changes in the anticipatory activation of muscles associated with the altered proprioceptive information and not the body tilt.
Tendon vibration in the current study resulted in decreased compensatory EMG activity in all the trunk and leg muscles, which resulted in smaller compensatory COP displacements. Such a decrease in compensatory IEMG NORM could be explained by the increase of the anticipatory IEMG NORM as was shown previously (Santos et al. 2010a; Mohapatra et al. 2011) . However, no difference in the anticipatory IEMG NORM was observed between EO and VEO conditions in the current study. This suggests that the decrease in compensatory EMG activity is due to the effect of tendon vibration rather than the effect of APAs on CPAs.
The effect of vision
The significance of visual information in postural control is well recognized. It has been documented that body sway around equilibrium point is increased with decrease in visual acuity, and sway is maximal in blindfolded conditions . It has also been demonstrated that peripheral rather than central vision contributes to the maintenance of a stable standing posture, with postural sway being influenced more in the direction of stimulus observation, or head/gaze direction, than in the direction of trunk orientation (Berencsi et al. 2005) .
The results of the current study indicate that when vision is not available, APAs are not generated. A lack of robust anticipatory postural adjustments in blindfolded conditions relates to massive compensatory postural adjustments seen in increased EMG activity and COP displacements after the perturbation, indicating a decreased postural stability. These results are in line both with the previously reported fact that when a perturbation is unpredictable, APAs are diminished leading to huge CPAs (Santos et al. 2010a, b) and with the outcome of our recent study which revealed that altering visual acuity using differently powered glasses results in diminished APAs and increased CPAs (Mohapatra et al. 2011 ).
Combined effect of altered proprioceptive and visual information When proprioceptive and visual information was altered simultaneously (VEC), IEMG NORM calculated during both CPA1 and CPA2 epochs were smaller in the majority of the studied muscles when compared to blindfolded conditions with no altered proprioception (EC). Such a decrease in the activation of muscles resulted in smaller compensatory COP displacements after the perturbation.
These results are consistent with the conclusion of previous studies that focused on the individual as well as the combined effect of the alteration of two sources of information in control of posture. When one system is challenged in two different ways (proprioception altered by Achilles tendon vibration and by reduced postural stability), the effect of Achilles tendon vibration diminishes (Gurfinkel et al. 1996; Ivanenko et al. 1999) . Moreover, when information from somatosensory and vestibular systems was altered separately, postural movement strategies were appropriately selected for their environmental contexts (Horak et al. 1990 ). Furthermore, when proprioceptive information was altered in vestibular-loss individuals, there were delays in the activation of the paraspinalis muscles and decrease in the magnitude of quadriceps muscle activity (Allum and Honegger 1998) .
In our study, information from two sensory systems, vision and proprioception, was altered before applying external perturbations to the upper body of the subjects. The findings revealed that in conditions with altered proprioception and a lack of vision, there were smaller activation of muscles and smaller COP displacements during the CPA epochs. There are two possible explanations to such a reduction in activity of muscles and COP displacement during the CPA. First is based on the outcome of previous studies which showed that generation of optimal APAs could significantly minimize CPAs (muscle activation after a perturbation) (Santos et al. 2010a, b) . However, no substantial change in APAs was observed in no-vision conditions with tendon vibration, suggesting that variation in the magnitude of APAs between the no-vibration and vibration conditions could not explain the decreased EMG activity during the CPA epochs. The second explanation relates to the effect of a backward lean of the body as a result of the application of Achilles tendon vibration. In the VEC condition, the backward displacement of the COP measured at 500 ms before T 0 was about 20% of the backward shift of the COP at T 0 . As such, smaller EMG activity and COP displacements observed during the restoration of posture after the perturbation onset could be a result of the tendon vibration-related backward body lean.
There are study limitations that should be considered. First, the Achilles tendon vibration induces backward body lean as well as body sway and instability. As such, the delayed and decreased APAs observed in the current study during the Achilles tendon vibration could reveal the combined effect of the lean of the body and the increased body instability. Second, since the study was conducted on healthy young subjects with altered proprioception induced by vibratory stimulation, its outcome could not be directly applied to individuals with impaired proprioception. As such, additional studies involving individuals with deficient proprioception are needed.
Conclusion
Altered proprioceptive information from the ankle joints resulted in delayed generation of anticipatory postural adjustments prior to the external perturbation and the diminished compensatory postural adjustments. The outcome of the study sheds light on the interplay between APAs and CPAs in healthy individuals in the presence of altered proprioception.
